GUJARAT STATE FERTILIZERS & CHEMICALS LIMITED
Fertilizernagar

-

391 750. Vadodara, Cujarat, !NDlA.

To,

24'h July 2o2o

Secretary, pNGRB

sub:

GSFC

comments on proposed to amendments to "Determination
of Natural Gas pipeline Tariff

Regulations , ZOO9,,
Dear Sir,

we refer to the Public Notice dated 29th June 2020 inviting
stakeholders for offering comments on
proposed to amendment to the Petroleum
and Natural Gas Regulatory Board (Determination
of
Natural Gas Pipeline
Tariff) Regulations, 200g.

Asyou may be aware, GSFC is one of the keystakeholders
in the Fertilizer.sectorconsuming Natural
Gas to the tune of 1'6 MMSMCD. our process plants
are located in the state of Gujarat and are
connected to major trunk pipelines' we source Domestic
as urell as RLLIG through GAIL anci GSpL
Pipelines from multiple suppliers. Recently we have
also secured supplies from RIL Deep water Gas
assets and expect supplies to start soon.
The proposed amendments are likely to hit us hard
owing to likely increase in tariff structure. we
would like to suggest following measures:
lf gas is getting sourced through multiple pipeline

operators from a given source, then the sum of
totaltariff charged by individual pipeline operators should
not be greaterthan the Unified Tariff for
the given length of pipeline on the contractual path.
we would also seek inclusion of all major trunk
pipelines in the lntegrated Tariff namely
East-west Pipeline operated by M/s pll which would
be
carrying the KG basin Gas to many consumers located
on the west coast. lf one-nation-one-tariff is
established then the amendments need to consider
both cost-prus pipelines and bid out pipelines

which will eliminate additionar burden of two
tariffs to end users.

with the advent of

IGX Platform, we feel that Pipeline Capacities
must be available on demand
under a transparent online module on common carrier
basis so as to prevent arm twisting by the
entities that carry out the business of both supply
and transport. The amendment must ensure that
various expenses incurred by Pipeline Transporters
such as operational losses, sUG and line pack

should be covered in the finalized rariff. with integration
of pipeline tariffs resulting

in higher
capacity utilization, flexibilities in Transportation services
must be offered with higher tolerance for
variance based on consumption by the shipper. Penalties
like ship-or-pay must also be removed if
capacities are not getting underutilized. with a futuristic
view, transfer or trading of pipeline
capacities must be allowed to ensure optimum utilization,
eli'rEvlrvrr'
avoid/minimize
uvvr
'
penalties and improving
utiiization on IGX platform.
we hope that your good office will take due cognizance
of our views before finalizing the proposed
amendments.
Looking forward
policy matters.

for a fruitful outcome in the future through your periodical
interventions in the
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